
Fixture Assembly Instructions

NOTE:ALWAYS TURN POWER OFF TO ELECTRICAL PANEL BEFORE IN STALLING LIGHTING FIXTURES!
IMPORTANT:YOU SHOULE USE A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO INSTALL THIS FIXTURE.

WARNING!-                                    TO REDUCE THE RISK OF 
FIRE,ELECTRIC SHOCK,OR PERSONAL INJURY:
-Turn off/unplug lamp and allow to cool before
replacing bulb.
-Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on.
-Do not lock directly at linghted bulb.
-Keep materials that burn easily away from lighted
bulb.

CAUTION:
    This fixture is partially assembled in the factory
by qualified craftsmen.Some assembly is required 
before use.please follow the assembly instructions 
carefully.

Assembly:(refer tl this illustration)
1). Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts on 
a clear area. Take care not to lose any small parts necessary 
for installation
2). Screw center column   onto coupling of the bottom body 
tighten . Also installation the chain loop to the top of center 
column.                          
3). Pass fixture wires from fixture through stems and screw  
stems to top of fixture,and then secure stems together  with 
stem threads.
4). Screw the top stem to threaded pipe on swivel on the 
canopy.
5). Assemble mounting screws into threaded holes in  mounting 
strap.
6). Attach mounting strap to outlet box and screw in place .
7). Make wires and ground wire connections
    A.Use wire connector to connect white fixture wire to white 
supply wire from outlet box.
    B.Use wire connector to connect black fixture wire to black 
supply wire from outlet box.
    C.Use wire connector to connect fixture ground wire to outlet 
box ground wire.
8). Pass fixture to ceiling ,carefully passing mounting screws 
through holes in canopy.then secrouse with mounting net.
9). Place shade onto the socket as diagram .
10).Install bulb as required into the socket.

Use only the bulb type and wattage indicated on 
wattage label located or near socker.

WARNING:
Never cxceed maximum wattage indicated as 
it may cause fire.

CLEANING:
Use only soft cloth to dust and clean fixture,Never 
use chemicals or abrasive cleaners as it may 
damae finish.
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